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ABSTRACT

Since Bitcoin was introduced in 2009 and had 
been rapidly developing for these several years, 
people found that Bitcoin has more potential 
than just be a kind of electronic currency. 

More importantly, blockchain, the underlying 
technology of Bitcoin, has the unlimited capacity 
even more valuable than Bitcoin itself as it can 
be applied in the development of di�erent kinds 
of application, which have the same characteris-
tic i.e. decentralization. 

Built on the ethereum blockchain, Kurecoin is a 
financial solution from Africa and this vision was 
given birth to by a team of visionaries who saw 
the gap in the financial services sector in Africa 
and as a result, deemed it fit that with the knowl-
edge of the blockchain technology, entrepre-
neurs and individuals can have a better and 
easier life. 

The position of cryptocurrency in today’s world 
is growing rapidly.

The combined market capitalization 
of all cryptocurrencies has increased 
morethan threefold since early 2016, 

reaching almost $150 billion in 
August 2017.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, there has been an explo-
sion in the demand for cashless and digital 
payments all over the world. A recently conduct-
ed research shows that global transaction 
volumes grew by 11% from year 2014 to 2015, to 
reach 433 billion, an increase that is partially 
linked with the emerging Asia market.  

In the past 24 months, this growth has been 
enhanced by the introduction of mobile 
contactless payment solutions such as Apple-
Pay, Google Pay, Ali Pay and a host of other 
innovative and laudable solutions. Due to its 
overwhelming dominance and relevance, 
mobile proximity payment volume (such as Near 
Field Communication {NFC} and QR Codes)

is expected to rise by a Compound Annual 
Growth Rate (CAGR) of 80%, between 
2015-2020. This is estimated to bring the 
volume of the mobile proximity payments to 
over 4 trillion U.S dollars by year 2020.

The crypto economy and crypto currencies in 
particular, are growing at a phenomenal rate. It 
is estimated that by 2020, the crypto economy 
will exceed 3 trillion U.S dollar and by 2022, it 
could be equal to 10% of the global GDP. Only 
time will reveal the accuracy or otherwise of 
these predictions, but one thing is certain for 
now; crypto-currencies have passed the point of 
no return, they are here to stay and their impor-
tance and prominence will only continue to 
increase.

100%

0%
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A BRAND NEW 
CRYPTO ECONOMY 

As people change the way they interact with 
money, we have also seen the introduction of a 
brand new form of monies, i.e. cryptocurrencies. 
It has been less than 10 years since the creation 
and introduction of Bitcoin, the world’s first 
digital currency that in turn built a new financial 
ecosystem called the Blockchain. Today, there 
are more than 1000 digital currencies known as 
cryptocurrencies and that number keeps grow-
ing daily. Global demand for cashless payments 
continues to rise at such a rate that the end of 
cash as a choice of payment is now a foresee-
able reality. 

The advantages of cryptocurrencies over tradi-
tional fiat currencies are numerous and as such, 
it is impossible for fiat to outmatch cryptocurren-
cies. Today, a transactio pay high  transaction 
fee to initiate the transfer (the average cross 
border transaction fee is 7.45%).  

This can now be seamlessly done in seconds 
using cryptocurrencies via the Blockchain with 
practically zero transaction fee and more 
secure.

However, a lot people including individuals with 
a strong interest in new technology and produc-
tivity optimization, cryptocurrencies are still, to a 
large extent, perceived as an investment 
medium. Thus, the single most important step in 
moving the benefits of cryptocurrencies from 
the conceptual into the practical is to enable 
people through the use cryptocurrencies in the 
same way they would use any other currency - 
this is where Kurecoin solution comes in. Kure-
coin bridges the gap by o�ering instantpurchase 
of cryptocurrencies using your local fiat and the 
ability to spend cryptocurrencies as if it were 
cash or money stored in their digital bank 
accounts. 
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ABOUT KURECOIN 
SOLUTION 

Kurecoin is a new decentralized cryptocurrency 
built with a proof of stake algorithm for investors 
and the entire cryptocurrency community in the 
KureCoinHUB ecosystem. 

Kurecoin is aimed at solving banking, trading 
and exchange challenges faced with the ever 
growing cryptocurrency users globally. As a 
valuable digital asset, Kurecoin’s value shall 
appreciate as the community in the 

KureCoinHUB increases across the globe. The 
low maximum supply coupled with the token 
being a utility token, is expected to kick o� 
inflation from the ecosystem but at the same 
time, welcome a healthy growth and better 
valuation of the coin. 
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KURECOIN 
CORPORATE VISION 

CORPORATE CULTURE 
Our corporate culture arose out of years of 
sound business judgment, which led to the 
successful conceptualization, development and 
deployment of various projects. Among our 
business principles has been our business 
policy which is to channel no less than fifty 
percent of our resources into scaling and 
increase of our customer base. No more than 
fifteen percent of our resources are allocated to 
the maintenance of current  operational activi-
ties and the rest of our resources are deployed 
into research and development of new stack of 
technologies.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
Product development and further roll-out is 
naturally a�ected by our corporate vision. 
Our current objectives are well articulated 
below 
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KURECOIN HUB
KurecoinHub is a platform for financial activities 
both in cryptocurrency and in fiat which give 
users the option to buy and sell and bank cryp-
tocurrencies. The platform also o�ers collateral 
free loans in fiat to users that bank their assets 
on the platform. Using Kurecoin hub, users will 
be able to bank their cryptocurrencies and 
periodically get dividends on each of the crypto-
currency they have banked on the platform. 

The idea behind the banking feature on the hub 
is based on the fact that we certain the value of 
an asset today will not be the same in 5– 10 
years. With this knowledge, liquidating assets at 
year X would be a poor financial decision by 
year XY.  Our banking system gives users the 
opportunity to save their assets and also receive 
periodic dividend. 

Similarly, the hub has the option that o�ers 
collateral free loans to users if and when a need 
arises or a user wishes to venture into any 
business and requires fiat. This loan is available 
up to 50% of every cryptocurrency banked on 
the platform. Most cryptocurrency platforms 
o�er users the opportunity to purchase one or 
two cryptocurrencies and di�erent wallet 
addresses are required during a transfer of 
those cryptocurrencies.

Kurecoin Hub however solves that problem by 
making it seamless and easy for users to 
purchase up to 5 cryptocurrencies - where 
many more will be added, and individual wallet 
addresses are not required. In summary, the hub 
allows users to; buy, sell, bank as many crypto-
currency as purchased and users can request 
for loans in fiat.
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THE KURE
EXCHANGE 

Trading in the cryptocurrency market comes with 
its own complexities, which if not properly mas-
tered and understood by investors, can result in a 
great loss of funds. The Kure exchange will how-
ever solve this complexity problem. An exchange 
engineered with ease of use and seamless expe-
rience for users with little or no prior trading 
experience is what the Kure exchange is built on. 

The vision behind the Kure exchange is to house 
as many cryptocurrencies as much as possible 
from the world. Research shows that Nigeria 
contributes to about 5million dollars ($5,000,000) 
liquidity into the cryptocurrency market. With the 
launch of Kure exchange, we envision a valuable 
asset that will be demanded not only in Africa, but 
from every part of the world. 
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KUREPAY
KurePay is a trifecta payment system solution 
that is built using the Blockckain technology. 
This includes an E-wallet, payment gateway and 
a debit/credit card. Our E-wallet is built such that 
users can conveniently fund their wallets 
through local bank accounts, debit/credit cards, 
USSD, cryptocurrency wallets and selected 
global e-wallet companies.  A transfer option is 
also available to the above except the USSD. A 
DCC (dynamic currency conversion) is deployed 
when a transfer of one currency (digital) is done 
to another (fiat). 

The second aspect of the Kure Pay is the pay-
ment gateway which works together with the 
E-wallet and will be a plug-in system for SMEs, 
E-commerce, NGOs and organizations looking 
to receive funds from users with varying pay-
ment options from credit cards, internet banking 
systems and cryptocurrency wallets. 

Traditionally, payment options are listed on 
websites and cryptocurrency wallet addresses 
will be displayed on such website. However, 
with our payment system, where all this solution 
is embedding in one platform, merchants arenot 
exposed to the risk of displaying their wallet 
addresses publicly.  

Merchants’ login will feature: dashboard, invoic-
ing, reporting, handling refunds, turning on/o� 
sources that will be accepted on his platform. 
While users’ login will feature: transaction history 
and fund/transfer. In addition to the payment 
gateway, an enterprise can integrate with our 
API to build their payment gateway. 

The final aspect of the Kure Pay is the Kure card 
with which you can access all our products and 
can be used anywhere in the world. We are 
partnering with a global card company to give 
users exclusivity wherever they go.
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KURECOIN BLOCKCHAIN:
THE ETHEREUM OF AFRICA 
According to a recent research, about 40% of the cryptocurrency 
solutions/projects in the world are housed on the Ethereum 
Blockchain. As such, Kurecoin has chosen to become the Block-
chain solution provider in Africa and beyond. Kurecoin is o�ering 
a blockchain technology solution to cooperate bodies, govern-
ment and other sectors looking to integrate the Blockchain into 
their platform.

Kurecoin blockchain features will provide smart contract, hyper 
ledger application and  smart contract audit solutions. 

As a team, plans are being put in place so that in the next few 
years when Blockchain based solutions are required for every 
business, entrepreneurs would easily build on us or integrate our 
product to their product/service for scalability.
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TOKEN INFORMATION 

POS COIN ALGORITHM SCRIPT

COIN ABBREVIATION

COIN PRICE

ICO TOKENS

PRE ICO DATE

TOTAL COIN SUPPLY

DECIMAL

MINING POOL

KRC 

First Phase $0.65, Second Phase $0.65  

50 million KRC 

4th February 2018

100 million KRC

18 

NO
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TOKEN ALLOCATION

50% ICO & BONUS             

SALE PROCEED ALLOCATIONS

10% TEAM           

60% Technology

27% RESERVE: For
Company 
Business Develop-
ment & Expansion 

3% Bounty & 
Airdrops 

5% Equity Investors 5% Pre Sale

35% Marketing

5% Legal
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ICO CROWDSALE
INFORMATION 

START DATE 

END DATE

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

MODE OF PAYMENT

Soft Cap

$2M

Token sale will be in two phases with di�erent bonuses in each stage. 

In Phase 1 of the token sale, investors will get 45% bonus of KRC token 
purchased. Phase 2 comes with 35% bonus for investors. 
 
In addition, our referral program o�ers 10% of the total token purchased to 
users when a referral link is used

1st June, 2018 

30thJune, 2018 

14 days after ICO crowd sales 

Bitcoin & Ethereum 

Hard Cap

$22.75M
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ROADMAP
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THE KURECOIN
TEAM 

ABIKURE TEGA 
Co-founder& CEO 

Abikure is a �nancial advisor, a business mentor and 
coach. He has great expertise in mutual funds, portfo-
lio management, alternative investments and asset 
management. He was part of the team with Finedge 
Consult that organized and provided funds for local 
companies who needed low lending rates for capital 
projects both in real estate and Mining various sectors, 
sourced from foreign venture capitalists.
 
He is a co-founder of the Heart of Your Business (HOYB) 
project, which is dedicated to empowering and 
mentoring young entrepreneurs in building and 
sustaining their enterprise. 
 

IJOMONE M.K 
Co-founder & Chief strategist

Is an investment expert, a business mentor and a 
venture capitalist. The Co-founder KureCoin which is 
the �rst Blockchain project from Africa. CO-founder 
Genesis Wealth Club an organization dedicated to 
educate young people across the globe about Vision 
Management and Entrepreneurship skills.
  
CEO of Burgundy Global Ventures Ltd, Co founder of 
Elotech and Board member of Baywise Technology.

He has passion for disruptive technology. He is a 
Blockchain enthusiast and has been an active member 
of the Blockchain community since 2015. He has 
passion for Cryptocurrency - Bitcoin, Ethereum etc  
and decentralized applications. 

MATHEW A. ADEYEYE 
Co-founder & CTO

A software developer with a deep knowledge and 
expertise spanning in years of experience, he also 
has an international certi�cation in cyber security 
and software development.

MICHAEL SINCLAIR  
CMO Partner/Advisor
Michael has been a successful entrepreneur for over 20 
years. His primary focus has been development marketing 
and technology based companies in the U.S. and the 
Philippines. So much so, that he developed and sold 
Eprintpress, a successful online printing and marketing 
company to UBM, a Fortune 1000 company, in 1999. After 
Eprintpress, he created a successful nationwide real-estate 
company and built a large portfolio of real-estate holdings. 

MICHAEL HOLDMANN  
Business Development Partner 

Michael is the CEO/ Co-founder of Prasaga. He is an 
experienced and successful leader, strategist and sales 
overachiever. He has been involved in Telecom/Inter-
net since the early 80s. In 1998, Michael founded one 
of the world’s �rst ASP’s (old term for Cloud) using 
network attached appliance with secure card log on, 
no storage at endpoints and cloud based o�ce 
productivity suite; a combination of Sun Microsystems 
Sun Ray and Google Docs. He was instrumental in 
developing product and GTM for VPN, MPLS and 
converged communications at an RBOC in the early 
2000’s and lead development and launch of GTM for 
US, APAC and LTAM for a German based eCommerce 
platform. Michael founded a company that introduced 
a secure remote desktop environment and backend 
system using portablized applications technology as 
opposed to VM/VDI technology. Along with his current 
duties at CYT, Michael sits on working groups and task 
forces at the IEEE/ ISO/IEC and UPnP Forum leading 
the international standardization of XMPP for both 
consumer and industrial/enterprise devices and 
systems for securing and transporting data over the 
internet. 
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DENNIS OSEYI 
Social Media Expert

Dennis is a successive entrepreneur. With proven 
years of experience in Social Media Marketing, 
Progressive Social Media Expert with the ability to 
merge and separate platform marketing as the 
project requires, utilizing the right social media 
outlet for each project and growing a project's 
social media presence.

KEVIN JOHNSON 
Chief Architect Partner/Advisor

Kelvin is the founder of Plaza Systems, Technol-
ogy Advisor to FRESCO, and a former member 
of USMC Force Recon. He is a serial entrepre-
neur for over 25 years, and an autodidact com-
puter whiz kid, who has lived at the vanguard of 
various technology growth revolutions: early on 
embracing the DotCom boom, the e-commerce 
wave and more recently blockchain as a disrup-
tive innovator. He relishes the challenges of 
leading companies through the startup phases 
of development. 

EMEKA NDUKWE 
Legal Advisor

Emeka is a legal practitioner and the founding 
partner of Mimshack & Kure Solicitors. 
He is an astute negotiator with a wealth of 
experience in corporate practice having 
served as external solicitor and legal adviser for 
various companies around the globe. 

He has served in several fund management 
firms generating tremendous results and 
leaving a track record of growth and success. 
He is a venture capitalist. 

RONALD AAI 
Technology Partner/Advisor

Ronald is the Technology Director in Plaza 
Systems. He is a serial entrepreneur in the new 
world industry for the last twenty five years. He 
successfully built several internet businesses in 
his early career and has been developing new 
technologies for social media, payment, mobile 
wallets, mobile phones, telco systems, IOT 
solutions and blockchain technology. 

LOUIS IDEHEN
Blockchain Expert

Louis is a CEO of SMSICT has been a successful 
entrepreneur for over 10 years. Information 
Security, IT controls, Governance, and Risk 
Management domain but more importantly 
understanding it in the context of the organiza-
tions and their industry, in meeting their enter-
prise objectives. 

OSHIOKE EDMUND 
AUGUSTINE 
CFO 

Oshioke heads the entire team for Finedge 
Consults Limited. He has over 10 years of expe-
rience in all aspects of corporate management 
and finance. Oshioke believes in constantly 
attending to the details of development, both 
professional and personal. He brings his pas-
sion for advancement and management to his 
role as MD, where he strives to build a premier 
finance company. 
 
Prior to his managerial roles in Finedge, Edmund 
served for 6 years as the GM of Triumph Mining 
and Exploration Company Limited. Prior to his 
appointment at Triumph, he served as state 
coordinator, Youth Development and Peace 
Network, World Bank Nigeria Country for a 
period of 2 years. He has also served as South 
-West Regional Coordinator to LEAP Africa for 2 
years. 

Edmund holds a Master degree in Finance from 
University of London, UK and a Bachelor 
Degree in Accounting and Finance.
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CONCLUSION

With every new technology, the old world order always finds di�culty adapting to 
the system. This will be no di�erent for the current financial systems that choose to 
adhere strongly to the traditional monetary/banking system, disregarding 
cryptocurrency as a revolution in the financial sector. 

The Kurecoin Hub platform is expected to attract over 10 million users by the end of 
2018, thereby increasing the potential usability of the Kurecoin which will in turn 
increase its value. 

All these projects are connected to the Kure coin and though they are operated 
di�erently and independently, they collectively work together to give value to the 
Kurecoin.  

Kurecoin is more than another ICO but a revolution in the financial sector originating 
from Africa and decentralized to the world.

OSHIOKE EDMUND 
AUGUSTINE 
CFO 
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